
Benj -
A major topic of discussion at the September business meeting was finances. NLN is very low on funds. The treasurer reported balances of $20.10 and $35.11 in our U.S. and Canadian accounts respectively. We recently arranged for a service-charge-free checking account on our U.S. bank account which will help. But we need to raise funds to continue to publish this newsletter and to pay for ever-increasing postal rates. (We are currently applying for non-profit organization status which would allow us to mail for 3.5% (U.S.) per item -- but it will take until early 1982 to get the permit.)

Several measures were adopted by the membership at the meeting: (1) Non-NLN members will be asked to pay $1 when attending any NLN business meeting or social function. (2) A newly-formed food committee, which will be responsible for coordinating our meals which follow the business meeting, will be given the responsibility as well to collect financial donations from any NLN members who fail to contribute to our repast. (3) Canadian funds will no longer be accepted at par. With an exchange rate of nearly 20%, we will now set our cost of newsletter subscription and membership fee in U.S. funds only. (4) Our low-income membership fee ($6) no longer exists. In lieu of that we will accept fees paid in installments. All memberships are now $10, Commmunique subscriptions are $7. (5) NLN's fiscal year will no longer be January 1 to December 31. We will change our fiscal year to October 1 through September 30. This is for several reasons: Many NLN members are away summers and September is a new beginning -- school, TV shows, new car models, and our fiscal year; because the potato harvest is from mid-September to mid-October, people are more likely to have cash to pay for NLN memberships in Sept/Oct; January 1st, because it is post-Christmas season and heavy shopping and bills, is a poor time to ask people for membership fees.

Therefore, let everyone be informed that your 1981 membership has expired. PLEASE renew your NLN membership on the enclosed form (or, join us as a new member), and encourage someone else to join. This is the LAST newsletter we can afford to send to you unless we hear from you. We GLADLY accept anonymous contributions. This is YOUR organization. In order to stay financially healthy, we need your support. Merci!
COMMENTARY - by benj.

It's been 4 days since I returned from Fredericton and the 4th Atlantic Community Conference of Lesbians and Gay Men -- and I'm still high from the weekend. I've attended a number of such regional conferences in New England and the Maritimes, and I must say that this was the most enjoyable one that I've been to. Most every event was worthwhile: the social evenings, the workshops, the plenary sessions. Other conference organizers can pick up some ideas from our Fredericton hosts -- who always supply that famous "Maritime Hospitality". (The information packet which we received upon registration included a welcome letter from the Mayor of Fredericton!)

As with every weekend event which involves "business", the personal aspect is most important. Friday evening's reception provided the right opportunity for conference attendees, wearing the necessary name tags, to meet and greet old friends and new.

Saturday began with the keynote address followed by workshops. Unfortunately, I was disappointed with the keynote speaker, Don Clark, PhD from San Francisco, author of Loving Someone Gay and Living Gay. He spoke softly, in a monotone, and I found his address totally uninspiring. A "big name" at a conference does not always prove to be the best choice. If we are to talk of regional organizing and regional outreach, surely there must be local people we can use as resources rather than big names from far away.

The workshop periods were organized just right -- with enough time for discussion (2½ hours) and enough time for thought afterwards. My only regret is that I could attend just 2 workshops, since there were several others which attracted my attention. (Only 2 periods with 4 workshop choices each were offered.) The practice of pre-registration for workshops is an excellent idea -- it succeeded in limiting the size of all the discussion groups.

After a break at suppertime, entertainment was provided by Willie Sordill, a "gay-positive" (which means "not gay but OK") musician. A sing-a-long folk singer seemed very much out of place for the entertainment that night. For the few people who attended the concert, their interest in what he was singing seemed lacking.

Following the entertainment was a continuation (of sorts) of the Friday evening social -- sans name tags.
On Sunday, following the Metropolitan Community Church's Christian service, was a meeting of the Atlantic Gay Alliance (see accompanying story) followed by the final plenary session. It is during this session that the results of workshops are reported, plaudits, thank yous, complaints, and comments are all heard — a final wrap-up. It was at this plenary that one of NLN's bilingual members offered his services at next year's conference as a translator and possible facilitator in workshops such as "Gay and Lesbian Parents" and "Married Gay Men and Lesbians" (2 of this year's workshops) which would be offered next year in français. This will surely help to fulfill a great need which was very evident at this year's conference -- the need to be able to include our francophone sisters and brothers in all activities. There was a large number of conference attendees from northeastern New Brunswick -- the Tracadie area; it was evident at one of the workshops I attended that they felt left out. It was ironic that that workshop was entitled "Atlantic Outreach". I'm hopeful that next year's conference will more truly be an Atlantic conference where both francophone and anglophone members will feel included.

Next year's conference will be in Halifax, hosted by the members of Making Waves: An Atlantic Quarterly for Lesbians and Gay Men. I look forward to going to next year's gathering.

(I only regret that they plan to discontinue the VIARAIL train from Maine to Nova Scotia -- it's so much more pleasant than travelling by bus or having to drive!)

A final comment. It was nice to see such a large turnout of NLN members -- I saw 25% of our total membership in Fredericton. Having been active in NLN since its inception, I'm seeing more and more people becoming involved -- not just involved in NLN activities or regional conferences, but more "involved" in their own lives -- more interested and more committed to being themselves and being less afraid to be themselves -- more people are coming out. It makes me feel good because now I have more people with whom I can talk and relate to about being gay, about going through what we experience as lesbians and gay men in a society which has, as yet, to acknowledge us as equal members. It feels good to hear someone make a commitment to help other gay people by offering his skills at translating; it feels good when it becomes easier each month for us to find someone who will volunteer her or his home so we can meet; it feels good to see more people in NLN become aware of the needs of our group even in such a small step as to want to form a food committee to coordinate our pot-luck meals every month.
I've grown as a result of this weekend — I've learned to become more patient with the changes which others go through in their coming out processes. It's not easy being a gay man or a lesbian in society today, especially in our small Maine and New Brunswick towns — we don't have the anonymity of the cities; but as more and more of us begin to deal with our homosexuality, as we become less afraid to not just ACT gay but to BE gay, the people in our region will begin to get used to seeing, meeting, and talking to gay people as "normal" — and it will make it easier for me, too, to live in this rural and beautiful part of the world. And I thank you all.

AGA-3; ALGA-5

Changes and growth occurred in Fredericton at the 4th Atlantic Community Conference of Lesbians and Gay Men/4e Conference de la Communauté des Lesbiennes et des Gais d'Atlantique. The umbrella group of gay and lesbian organizations in Atlantic Canada has changed its name: the AGA (Atlantic Gay Alliance/Association des Gais d'Atlantique) is now the ALGA: Atlantic Lesbian and Gay Association/Association des Lesbiennes et des Gais d'Atlantique. This name change is to publicly note the fact that both women and men are homosexual. When many straight people think of "gay", they think of men; by adding the term lesbian, they can't avoid taking note of the existence of women in the Association. (Though "Alliance" is a stronger bonding term than "Association", in order to maintain a linguistic continuity, "Association" is used in both French and English.)

In addition to a name change, an increase in ALGA member groups occurred. The 3 original groups, Northern Lambda Nord (NLN, serving northern Maine and northwestern New Brunswick), Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG, central New Brunswick), and Gay Alliance for Equality (GAE, Halifax, Nova Scotia) were joined by two more ALGA members: the collective which publishes Making Waves (in Halifax) and a newly-formed group, Southeast Lambda sud-est, an organization in Moncton. We welcome our brothers and sisters to the ALGA and look forward to increased communication within the Atlantic region.

ALGA PROTESTS U.S. IMMIGRATION POLICY

The ALGA is now coordinating a multi-fronted political action: a region-wide protest of U.S. immigration policy which specifically EXCLUDES non-American lesbians and gay men from
Le temps de renouveler votre carte de membre est arrivé. Votre support moral et votre contribution financière nous sont très importants et même essentiels. En effet, toutes les personnes gaies de notre région ont intérêt de promouvoir la survie de la seule organisation gaie de notre coin de pays.

NOUS SUPPORTEZ C'EST VOUS SUPPORTEZ.

Veillez nous retourner le coupon plus bas avec votre cotisation et/ou don. Votre confiance et encouragement nous sont très importants. Merci!
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Making Waves

An Atlantic quarterly for Lesbians & Gay men

Making Waves is published by an independent, non-profit collective of lesbians and gay men. It is the first publication to be directed towards the entire Atlantic Lesbian/gay community. We need your support to make it work. At $4 a year, it is not expensive, and you can help to finance a journal that serves all of us.

SUBSCRIBE! SUBSCRIBE! SUBSCRIBE!
PO Box 8953 Station A
Halifax NS B3K 5M6

COMMUNIQUE is published by Northern Lambda Nord, Box 990, Caribou, Maine 04736 USA. COMMUNIQUE solicits articles of interest to the Lesbian-gay male community of Northern Maine, Northwestern New Brunswick, and Témiscouata, Quebec. Printing deadline is the first of each month. Subscriptions: $7 (Us)/year. NLN membership: $10 (Us) includes COMMUNIQUE.
Northern Lambda Nord is a member of the Atlantic Lesbian and Gay Association (Canada).

Support our "local" lesbian-gay booksellers:
NEW LEAF BOOKSTORE
Main St., Rockport Maine 04856

ERNALTE BOOKSTORE
PO Box 276, Sta. M
Halifax, NS B3J 2N7
entering the U.S. Originally planned by NLN to coincide with other protests world-wide, the other ALGA members have agreed to join NLN's leafletting campaign. Information sheets (in both English and French) will be circulated by NLN in all the Maine-New Brunswick border towns at shopping center parking lots to inform the people of this area of the discriminatory policy of the US Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). Residents of our border town areas cross through customs daily, sometimes even several times per day. We want them to be aware of the situation some of us face as "outlaws". The other ALGA members will be circulating similar flyers in their areas.

▼ NEW NIGHT SPOT IN MAINE'S CAPITOL ▼

Going to Augusta? If so, check out PAPA JOE'S any night, especially on Friday and Saturday when dancing, mixed drinks, food and friendly folks add up to a good time. Let's support this local bar -- the proprietors really care about us. Papa Joe's, 76 Mount Vernon Avenue, Augusta, Maine, 623-4041. –– D.W.
La dénonciation des crimes nazis contre les hommes homosexuels

Il y a quatre classificatoires de dénonciation dans la guerre, certaines mesures ont été prises afin de réparer, autant qu'il pouvait, les dommages subis par les prisonniers des camps.

Il y a deux catégories auxquelles ces reparations sont toujours refusées: les droits communs et les homosexuels...

La société civile considérait toujours que les horreurs qu'ils ont subies n'effacent pas leur crime devant la loi...

Depuis longtemps, on croit qu'il n'y eut jamais d'êtres plus humains, plus insensibles que les Juifs. Peut-être est-il nécessaire de réviser nos positions.

Certains traits, rapportés par Heger: dans son journal, inclineraient à le penser. Ainsi exigeait-on que le Triangle Rose des homosexuels (caractéristique des prisons, et les homosexuels, etc.) fut plus grand que les autres pour bien s'assurer qu'ils fussent plus visibles. De plus, on interdisait sévèrement aux homosexuels de frayer avec les autres prisonniers, disant pour éviter la contamination...
La grande nouveauté, c'est d'apprendre qu'il y eut des dizaines -- peut-être des centaines -- de milliers de personnes mortes et torturées dans les camps et dont le seul crime était : l'homosexualité.

Comment se fait-il que cette information n'ait pas été largement diffusée ? Aurait-elle été tenue systématiquement secrète ? Y aurait-il eu quelqu'un constatation du silence pour l'étouffer ?

C'est, en tout cas, l'avis de Guy Hocquenghem qui donne à ce livre une préface -- qu'il faut lire absolument -- nous est parlé notamment d'un certain trucage qui consiste à effacer sur la liste des détenus ceux qui portaient le Triangle rose ou qui pour Hocquenghem, cette vaste conspiration du silence n'est qu'un signe -- particulièrement grave -- d'un phénomène plus général qui est la répression, presqu'universelle, de l'homosexualité.

Autrement dit, la politique nazie d'extermination des homosexuels ne serait qu'un cas particulier de la loi générale, la jointe extrême, l'aboutissement monstrueux d'une certaine logique de la répression.

Bien sûr, le système nazi sont allés trop loin ! Aucun être civilisé n'aurait approuver tranquillement de tels actes. Mais, en décidant, d'exterminer les homosexuels, -- comme d'ailleurs les fous, les asociaux, les droits communs -- les nazis n'auraient-ils pas rappelé aux désirs secrets, inavoués de tant d'honnêtes citoyens ? Voilà la vérité scandaleuse : l'extermination des homosexuels -- ces dégénérés -- ne pouvait que faire l'affaire de bien des gens.

Vérité qu'on n'est pas près d'admettre, et contre laquelle on n'a pas encore de réponse, presque d'admettre, et contre laquelle on n'a pas tardé à s'endormir.

On a fait des Juifs, selon la formule d'Hocquenghem, les "victimes exemplaires de la Barbarie nazie" (On a dit, en effet, plus discret sur les Tziganes et sur les prisonniers de droit commun). Or, il n'est pas indifférent de noter que cette publicité faite aux brimes perpétrées contre les Juifs n'est pas indépendante du pouvoir des Juifs, particulièrement américain, à travers le monde. Et, certes, on ne saurait protester contre cette violence juste et légitime.

Ce contre quoi, pourtant, il n'est pas indifférent de protester. C'est, en tout cas, l'auteur du meurtre collectif de ceux qu'on appelle -- mais serait-ce par dérision ? -- les "gais".
Les Hommes Au Triangle Rose
journal d'un déporté homosexuel 1939-1945, par Heinz Heger
(dans la collection de la bibliothèque en anglais)

RÉGIONS UNES CHOSE UNE FOIS POUR TOUTES: CE LIVRE N'AUCUNE VALEUR LITTÉRAIRE, ENTIEREMENT POURvu D'ART, C'EST UN RÉCIT DISONS "OBJECTIF" ÉCRIT SUR UN TON NEUTRE, UN TON DE PRÉCÈS-VERBAL, ET QUI Ignore PRESQUE COMPLETÉMENT LES ETATS D'ÂME.

Sous la plume d'un grand écrivain, certaines pages seraient inoubliables. MAIS, SANS DOUTE, L'ABSENCE DU STYLE EST-ELLE UNE CHANCE, LE PLAISIR DU TEXTE RISQUANT DE NOUS DISTRAIRE DE L'ESSENTIEL.

Description brute donc, et sans fard, D'UNE RÉALITÉ BRUTALE. SANS EFFET ESTHÉTIQUE. MAIS, POUR TOUTE PULS TRINTÉE, LES FAITS SONT SURTOUT INTÉRESSANTS, ET QUANT A L'EFFET DRAMATIQUE, VRAIMENT, LES FAITS SONT SUFFISANTS.

En 1939, un jeune homme de 22 ans, bourgeois de Vienne, plutôt a-politique, est arrêté par la Gestapo, puis interné dans un camp de concentration. Il y restera 6 ans.

C'EST LE RÉCIT DE CETTE INTERVENTION QU'IL NOUS DONNE AUJOURD'HUI, AVEC LES RAISONS DE SON INTERNEMENT, QUE IL A ATTENDU 30 ANS AVANT DE D'ÎVULGER, NOUS VERRONS POURQUOI TOUT-A-L'HEURE.

Chronique d'une vie en enfer, OH, POUR SURVIVRE, ON DEVRAIT OUBLIER TOUT CODE D'ÉTHIQUE OU D'HONNEUR. LA CHANCE DE HEGER FUT SÉRIEUSEMENT D'ÊTRE HABILE MAIS AUSSI, ET PEUT-ÊTRE SURTOUT, D'ÊTRE JEUNE ET BEAU.

EN PRISON COMME À AUTRES, LA JEUNESSE ET LA BEAUTE SONT DESSICHEES QUE ON PEUT TROQUER CONTRE DES PROTECTIONS, DES FAVEURS.

Heiner ne regrette pas d'avoir beaucoup fait pour survivre. QUI LE LUI REPROCHERA?

L'ORIGINALITÉ DE CE LIVRE N'EST PAS DANS LE RAPPORT ET LA DESCRIPTION DES HUMILIATIONS ET DES TORTURES QUE LES NAZIS FONT SUBIR À LEURS DÉTENUS. SUR LES HOMMES DES CAMP DE CONCENTRATION, SANS DOUTE, Rien à ajouter. LA NOUVEAUTÉ VIENT DU FAIT QU'IL S'AGIT D'UN DÉTENU HOMOSEXUEL INTERNÉ PRÉCISEMMENT PAR CAUSE D'HOMOSEXUALITÉ ET QUE CE TEMOIGNAGE - DOCUMENT SANS PRÉCEDENT, D'ÔN SON PRÉCÉDENT, RÉVÈLE BRUTALEMENT VOLONTÉ NÄZIE D'EXTÉMINER UNE ENGEANCE HOMOSEXUELLE À L'ÈTERNITÉ DE LA SEPARE, D'ÔN CE TEMOIGNAGE.... A-DIRE LA VOLONTÉ NAZIE D'EXPECTER UNE HOMOSEXUELLE À L'ÈTERNITÉ DE LA SEPARE, CE TEMOIGNAGE...